7 GIVE IT A SWIRL Kate Spade New York's mesmerizing Wythe Avenue collection includes a four-piece place setting available this fall. KATESPADE.COM

8 FETCHING Grow House Grow's handcrafted Osmi cement tiles are suitable for application indoors or out and on walls and floors. Custom colors available. GROWHOUSEGROW.COM

9 CALI STYLE The Riviera lounge chair by Suzanne Tucker for Michael Taylor Designs features a unique combination of teak and handwoven resin wicker. MICHAELTAYLORDISEGNI.COM

10 ROSE GARDEN Ligne Roset's new curvaceous Rosalina chair, designed by Alger Rossi, melds wavy rose beige cord with a quartz grey lacquered wood base. LINHET-DUNIT.COM

11 AT THE HELM The Captain chair is made of galvanized iron with either a powder-coated finish or metal-plated wine. Shown in gold with a tweed seat pad in flame. RENEGOODS.COM

12 ARTFUL The Double Zero collection by David Adjaye for Moroso consists of a bar stool, chair (shown), settee, and armchair with frames made of welded stainless steel. MOROSO.IT

13 ROCK'N HARDWARE Lenny Kravitz's design firm collaborated with Rocky Mountain Hardware on the Tivoli collection of architectural hardware that includes cabinet pulls, knobs, and more. ROCKYMOUNTAINHARDWARE.COM

14 CHIC RH Modern's Parent collection of outdoor furniture is available in a weathered or natural finish. RHMODERN.COM

15 SLEEK Atlas HomeWares' Angled U-Turn collection comes in a variety of finishes including brushed nickel, polished chrome, and French gold. ATLASHOMEWARES.COM